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• There are 611,845 highway bridges in the 
US, and 30% (179,565) are steel bridges.



























Steel Bridge Inspection Robot
6
2. Magnetic Wheel Designs
(1): Marine INspection rObotic Assistant System – MINOAS Project
(2): Helical Robotics
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H. M. La, T. Dinh, N. Pham, Q. Ha, and A. Pham. Automated robotic monitoring 
and inspection of steel structures and bridges. Robotica, Cambridge University 





















• Based on the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) 
algorithm
• Goal: find rotation R and translation t to 
align input point cloud (pi) to a reference 
point cloud (qi)
• 𝐸 = ∑ (𝑅𝒑< + 𝑡 − 𝒒<)A<
3D Construction (2)
Demonstration: Design 1





• Test and validation
• Integration with NDE sensors
• Autonomous localization and navigation
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